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Arches National Park by Day and Night
This collection of literature attempts to compile many of the classic works that have stood the
test of time and offer them at a reduced, affordable price, in an attractive volume so that
everyone can enjoy them.

Hiking the Southwest's Canyon Country
The Opinionated Hikers: Kathy & Craig Copeland have created the new Done in a Day series
to show hikers with limited time where to enjoy the greatest scenic rewards. Start your
adventure within a short drive of the village, and witness the wonder of Moab and be back for a
hot shower, great meal, and soft bed at the end of the day. Choose from easy, vigorous, or
challenging hikes that have been boot-tested and certified spectacular by the authors.

100 Classic Hikes: Utah
Best Hikes Rocky Mountain National Park features the best hiking throughout Rocky Mountain
National Park. Detailed maps and trail descriptions make navigating these wonderful trails
easy, from family-friendly strolls to popular vistas to hillier wooded pathways. FalconGuides
have set the standard for outdoor guidebooks for more than thirty-five years. Written by top
experts, each guide invites you to experience the adventure and beauty of the outdoors. Look
inside to find: Hikes suited to every ability Mile-by-mile directional cues Difficulty ratings, trail
contacts, fees/permits, and best hiking seasons An index of hikes by category—from easy day
hikes to waterfalls Invaluable trip-planning information, including local lodging and
campgrounds Full-color photos throughout GPS coordinates

50 Best Short Hikes in Utah's National Parks
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In this latest installment of FalconGuides’ Adventures with the Parkers series, the Parkers, an
intrepid family of four, journey to southeast Utah to see the “Land of Standing Rocks” and such
prominent features as Delicate Arch, Landscape Arch, Park Avenue Skyline, the Needles, and
much more. They encounter mountain lions, a dive-bombing blue jay, and wicked desert
weather along the way, but it’s not until James makes a surprising discovery that they really
connect with the region’s colorful history. Each book in the exciting Adventures with the
Parkers series for kids 8–13 explores a popular national park and is packed with adventure as
well as engaging and educational facts about nature, outdoor safety, and much more. Vacation
has never been this fun! Books in the Adventures with the Parkers Series: Bryce Canyon and
Zion National Parks: Danger in the Narrows Glacier National Park: Going to the Sun Grand
Canyon National Park: Tail of the Scorpion Great Smoky Mountains National Park: Ridge
Runner Rescue Mount Rushmore, Badlands, Wind Cave: Going Underground Olympic
National Park: Touch of the Tide Pool, Crack of the Glacier Rocky Mountain National Park:
Peril on Longs Peak Yellowstone National Park: Eye of the Grizzly Yosemite National Park:
Harrowing Ascent of Half Dome

Moon Zion & Bryce
· A wide variety of hikes near Moab, Utah, and Arches National Park, from family-friendly to
difficult treks · Includes detailed comments, route descriptions, driving directions, maps,
difficulty ratings, and nearest landmark · Fits in your pocket or daypack and features color
photos and maps throughout the book The Best Moab and Arches National Park Hikes is the
first pack guide for the state of Utah by Colorado Mountain Club Press. The 20 hiking trails in
this fit-in-your-pocket guide range from the world famous Delicate Arch, in Arches National
Park, to hikes in Dead Horse Point State Park, where you can peer 2,000 feet down to the
Colorado River. Each hike provides a glimpse into what many consider to be the most scenic
part of Utah’s red rock country, taking you to Landscape Arch, one of the world’s largest
natural rock spans, and Horseshoe Canyon, containing what many believe to be the most
significant rock art in North America. Arches National Park is renowned for having over 2,000
arches within the park boundary—the largest concentration of natural stone arches in the
world.

Hiking Big Bend National Park
Lace up your boots and sample more than sixty of the finest hiking trails in southeastern Utah,
where the breathtaking canyons, multicolored sandstone arches, and magnificent spires of
Canyonlands and Arches National Parks provide the setting for countless outdoor adventures.
Let veteran hiker Bill Schneider lead you past eight sandstone arches on the Devils Garden
Trail in Arches National Park; take you over slickrock to the Harvest Scene panel in the remote
Maze District; and show you the sweeping view of White Rim Country through awesome Mesa
Arch in the Island in the Sky District. With Hiking Canyonlands and Arches National Parks in
hand, you'll discover the most spectacular trails and amazing scenery Utah's red rock country
has to offer. Inside you'll find: Accurate directions to popular as well as less-traveled trails Indepth trail information Difficulty ratings for each hike Detailed trail maps GPS coordinates for
all trailheads Outstanding color photography Whether you're a day-tripper or long-distance
hiker, old hand or novice, you'll find trails suited to every ability and interest in Hiking
Canyonlands and Arches National Parks.

A Year in the National Parks
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All activities certified “kid tested” by the authors’ four rambunctious sons Each includes best
hikes, mountain bike routes, features to climb on, places to see wildlife, and more Natural
history learning opportunities also included The parents of four boys, Harley and Abby
McAllister have spent the last few years figuring out the best way to explore our national parks
with restless kids in tow. These first two books in this new series help families plan their
vacations in Yellowstone National Park and in Utah’s “Big Five” national parks (Arches,
Canyonlands, Capitol Reef, Bryce Canyon, and Zion)—so that everyone has a memorable trip.
With an easy to follow organization based on park geography, an emphasis on outdoor fun and
education, and an approach that zeroes in on the very best options for families, each guide
fully explores the national park it covers. Family-friendly hiking trails for a range of age and skill
levels; major natural sights, ; the best wildlife viewing spots, including wildlife checklists for kids
to mark off; fishing, biking, climbing, and rafting opportunities—and much more are all detailed.
The guides also promote the popular Junior Ranger programming found throughout the
National Parks system, as well as other park programs that appeal to kids. And they provide
basics on access, trip planning, and overnight options from campgrounds to lodges to cabins.

Moon Southwest Road Trip
Wind-carved red rocks, brightly-painted adobe houses, and miles of open desert road: explore
the beauty of the Southwest with Moon Southwest Road Trip. Maps and Driving Tools: More
than 30 easy-to-use maps keep you oriented on and off the highway, along with site-to-site
mileage, driving times, detailed directions for the entire route, and full-color photos throughout
Eat, Sleep, Stop and Explore: With lists of the best hikes, views, and more, you can revel in the
glitz of Las Vegas, shop the markets of Santa Fe, and savor flavorful Tex-Mex cuisine. Marvel
at the sandstone spires of Monument Valley and the cliff dwellings of Mesa Verde National
Park, or go mountain biking in Moab or swimming in Havasu Falls Flexible Itineraries: Drive the
entire two-week road trip, or follow strategic routes like a Route 66 road trip or a week-long
tour of the national parks, as well as suggestions for spending time in Las Vegas, the Grand
Canyon, Zion and Bryce, Arches and Canyonlands, Santa Fe, and Taos Local Expertise: Road
warrior and Arizona local Tim Hull shares his love of the Southwest How to Plan Your Trip:
Know when and where to get gas and how to avoid traffic, plus tips for driving in different road
and weather conditions and tips for seniors, road-trippers with kids, and disability access Moon
Southwest Road Trip covers: New Mexico, Colorado, Utah, Arizona, and Nevada With Moon
Southwest Road Trip's practical tips, flexible itineraries, and local know-how, you're ready to fill
up the tank and hit the road. Looking to explore more of America on wheels? Try Moon
California Road Trip. Spending more time in the Southwest? Check out Moon Arizona & the
Grand Canyon, Moon New Mexico, or Moon Utah.

Moab
A comprehensive guidebook for disabled travelers highlights dozens of U.S. vacation
destinations, profiling covered cities, parks, and attractions for their accessibility, recreational
potential, and historic relevance. Original.

Desert Solitaire
Ron Adkison, author of our popular, Utah's National Parks, selects his favorite short trips in five
major parks: Arches, Bryce, Capitol Reef, Canyonlands, and Zion. Even if you have only a
limited amount of time to explore these incredible parks, the short routes described here let
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you stretch your legs, smell the sage, and feel the wind in your face. Maps and information on
park services and interpretive activities are included.

Best Moab & Arches National Park Hikes
Moon Travel Guides: Find Your Adventure Moon Zion & Bryce is the ultimate guide to
exploring all five national parks that define southern Utah's thrilling landscape. Inside you'll
find: Full coverage of Zion National Park, Bryce Canyon National Park, Canyonlands National
Park, Arches National Park, and Capitol Reef National Park, plus Grand Staircase Escalante
and Moab Strategic, flexible itineraries, ranging from one day in each park to a week-long road
trip covering all of them, designed for outdoor adventurers, road-trippers, families, and more
The top experiences and unique ideas for exploring each park: Find the best spots for
photographing the sunrise, or get your adrenaline pumping on a white-water rafting excursion
down the Colorado River. Explore the beautiful remains of ancient Native American rock art on
display all over the parks, or discover the creative, energetic spirit of nearby Moab. Enjoy the
serenity of Bryce in winter on cross-country skis, or take a week-long summer road trip to hit
every spot on your list Strategies for getting to the parks and traveling between them, with
suggestions of the best places to stop along the way to eat, rest, or explore, including
coverage of gateway cities and towns like Moab, Kodachrome Basin, and Escalante Expert
tips from seasoned explorers and Utah experts W.C. McRae and Judy Jewell for travelers
looking to go backpacking, canyoneering, mountain biking, rafting, rock climbing, horseback
riding, or hiking, plus essential packing and health and safety information Full-color photos and
detailed maps throughout Where to stay inside and outside the parks, including the best spots
to pitch a tent, park your RV, or relax at an upscale resort Up-to-date information on park fees,
passes, and reservations Recommendations for families, LGBTQ+ travelers, seniors,
international visitors, travelers with disabilities, and traveling with pets Thorough background
on the wildlife, terrain, culture, and history With Moon Zion & Bryce's expert advice, diverse
activities, and local insight, you can explore the parks your way. Hitting the road? Try Moon
Southwest Road Trip. For full coverage of America's national parks, check out Moon USA
National Parks: The Complete Guide to All 59 National Parks.

Arches and Canyonlands National Parks
Hiking Zion and Bryce Canyon National Parks
Find Your Adventure Seasoned travel guide authors W. C. McRae and Judy Jewell share their
expert perspective on Arches and Canyonlands, guiding you to a memorable and unique
experience. Whether you're hiking, biking, or rafting the parks, Moon Arches & Canyonlands
National Parks has activities for every traveler. With itineraries like “Best Day Hikes” and “River
Trips,” expertly crafted maps, gorgeous photos, and Bill and Judy's trustworthy advice, Moon
Arches & Canyonlands National Parks provides the tools for planning your perfect trip! Moon
Arches & Canyonlands National Parks covers can't-miss sights and the best destinations
including: Island in the Sky District Horseshoe Canyon Unit Cedar Mesa and Vicinity Moab

Hiking from Here to WOW: Utah Canyon Country
Best Easy Day Hikes Capitol Reef National Park features the best easy day hikes throughout
the park. With detailed maps and trail descriptions, navigating these wonderful trails is made
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easy. It’s the perfect tool for day hikers, families, and local outdoors people looking to explore
Capitol Reef National Park in an easy day hike. In addition to information on the trails
themselves, this guide includes GPS coordinates as well as a section on regional attractions,
lodging and dining, and other noteworthy public lands well-suited for outdoor adventure. It is
also filled with useful information on the area’s history, geology, fauna, flora, and park
amenities such as shuttle service, developed picnic areas, camping, general store, and visitor
centers. Look inside to find: Hikes suited to every ability Mile-by-mile directional cues Difficulty
ratings, trail contacts, fees/permits, and best hiking seasons Invaluable trip-planning
information, including local lodging and campgrounds GPS coordinates

Moon Utah
This stunningly beautiful, oversized (10x13) book is lavishly illustrated with breathtaking color
imagery by American's leading landscape photographers. In addition to the stunning
photography, the book also includes detailed maps of the park and region and insightful,
heartfelt narratives detailing the park's natural and human histories.

Hiking, Biking and Exploring Canyonlands National Park and Vicinity
An illustrated hiking guide to Utah's thirty-three wilderness areas and other less protected
places.

Hiking Grand Teton National Park
Fully updated and revised, this comprehensive guide features forty-seven trails in Big Bend
National Park.

The National Parks of Utah
Arches National Park in eastern Utah is one of the most unique places on the planet. It
contains an immense array of sandstone sculptures, including fins, spires, pinnacles, balanced
rocks, and natural arches. The arches range in size from small openings to enormous spans
measuring nearly 300 feet across. Renowned photographer Grant Collier has photographed
the most popular rock formations in Arches National Park, along with many remote and little
known natural wonders. He has captured the brilliant display of wildflowers in spring, the
blazing color of cottonwoods in autumn, and the remarkable beauty of white snow against red
rock in winter. Collier has also spent countless nights photographing the rock formations
beneath a canopy of stars, planets, and meteors. His images provide a stunning new
perspective on this extraordinary national park.

Best Easy Day Hikes Capitol Reef National Park
Arches and Canyonlands National Parks: In the Land of Standing Rocks
This full-color guide covers 90 trails in southern Utah's spectacular canyon country that
epitomize the "wonder of wilderness." The authors hiked more than 1600 miles through Zion,
Bryce, Escalante-Grand Staircase, Glen Canyon, Grand Gulch, Cedar Mesa, Canyonlands,
Moab, Arches, Capitol Reef, and the San Rafael Swell in order to compile their list of 90 WOW
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hikes. Coverage ranges from short dayhikes to multi-day backpacking adventures. The book
describes precisely where to find the redrock cliffs, slick-rock domes, soaring arches, and
ancient ruins that make southern Utah unique. And it does so in a refreshing style--honest,
literate, entertaining, and inspiring.

Arches
An homage to the West and to two great writers who set the standard for all who celebrate and
defend it. Archetypal wild man Edward Abbey and proper, dedicated Wallace Stegner left their
footprints all over the western landscape. Now, award-winning nature writer David Gessner
follows the ghosts of these two remarkable writer-environmentalists from Stegner's birthplace
in Saskatchewan to the site of Abbey's pilgrimages to Arches National Park in Utah, braiding
their stories and asking how they speak to the lives of all those who care about the West.
These two great westerners had very different ideas about what it meant to love the land and
try to care for it, and they did so in distinctly different styles. Boozy, lustful, and irascible, Abbey
was best known as the author of the novel The Monkey Wrench Gang (and also of the classic
nature memoir Desert Solitaire), famous for spawning the idea of guerrilla actions—known to
admirers as "monkeywrenching" and to law enforcement as domestic terrorism—to disrupt
commercial exploitation of western lands. By contrast, Stegner, a buttoned-down, disciplined,
faithful family man and devoted professor of creative writing, dedicated himself to working
through the system to protect western sites such as Dinosaur National Monument in Colorado.
In a region beset by droughts and fires, by fracking and drilling, and by an ever-growing
population that seems to be in the process of loving the West to death, Gessner asks: how
might these two farseeing environmental thinkers have responded to the crisis? Gessner takes
us on an inspiring, entertaining journey as he renews his own commitment to cultivating a
meaningful relationship with the wild, confronting American overconsumption, and fighting
environmental injustice—all while reawakening the thrill of the words of his two great heroes.

Hiking Canyonlands and Arches National Parks
From remote deserts and arid mountain ranges to colorful canyons and world-famous national
parks, Moon Utah reveals the best of this adventurous state. Inside you'll find: Strategic
itineraries, from a weekend getaway to Salt Lake City to ten days covering the entire state, with
strategic advice for history buffs, hikers, ski bums, budget travelers, and more How to plan a
national parks road trip covering Zion, Bryce Canyon, Arches, Capitol Reef, and Canyonlands
Must-sees and unique experiences: Admire ancient Native American rock art and cliff
dwellings, and walk beside fossilized dinosaur footprints. Explore historic Mormon sites in Salt
Lake City, or wander through old mining towns The top outdoor adventures: Hike or mountain
bike across canyons, rugged mountain ranges, and glistening salt flats, or hit the slopes at a
Park City ski resort. Go rafting down the Colorado River, canyoneering through the Narrows, or
climb to the famed Delicate Arch just in time to watch the sun setting over the captivating
hoodoos Honest recommendations from Utah experts and lifelong explorers W.C. McRae and
Judy Jewell on when to go, where to eat, and where to stay, from ski resorts to budget motels
to campgrounds Full-color photos and detailed maps throughout Accurate, up-to-date
information on the landscape, wildlife, and history, and advice for LGBTQ travelers,
international visitors, seniors, and travelers with disabilities Find your adventure in Utah with
Moon's practical advice and local insight. Focusing on the parks? Try Moon Zion & Bryce or
Moon Arches & Canyonlands. Hitting the road? Try Moon Southwest Road Trip.
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Salt Lake City's Incredible Hiking and Biking Trails
An account of the author's existence, observations and reflections, as a seasonal park ranger
in southeast Utah

Backpacker The National Parks Coast to Coast
This is the authoritative guide to all hiking trails—from short, easy day trips to multi-day
backcountry adventures—in Grand Teton National Park, famous for its rugged beauty,
abundant wildlife and spectacular mountain vistas. Located in western Wyoming, Grand Teton
National Park is one of America’s true wilderness gems. Look inside to find: · Hikes suited to
every ability · Difficulty ratings, fees/permits, and best hiking seasons · A trail finder to help find
just the right hike for you · Invaluable trip-planning information · Full-color photos throughout ·
Full-color GPS-compatible maps of each trail · GPS coordinates for all trailheads and
backcountry campsites For more than thirty years, FalconGuides have set the standard for
outdoor guidebooks. Written by top experts, each guide invites you to experience the
adventure and beauty of the outdoors.

50 Best Short Hikes in Utah's National Parks
Explore the crystal clear waters on the Summit Lakes Trail at Lassen Volcanic National Park,
take in the expansive views at Shenandoah National Park’s Old Rag Mountain, or traverse the
sandstone cliffs at Angel’s Landing in Zion National Park. Choose your adventure from any of
the forty-four national parks profiled throughout the book. This book delivers jaw-dropping
photos, detailed hike descriptions and maps, ranger essays, and more, all of which combine to
create an intimate look at the best our national parks have to offer.

Top Trails of Utah
Brilliant full-color images that summarize the area and landscape. Complete with descriptive
text and a handy contact page.

The Hayduke Trail
At My Itchy Travel Feet, The Baby Boomer’s Guide to Travel, writer Donna Hull and
photographer Alan Hull travel the world recording their boomer travel experiences with words,
photos, and videos so that you’ll know exactly what to expect. Their goal? To get boomers off
the couch and out into the world. In this Blog to Book, they’ve chosen some of their favorite
journeys to share with you. Take a road trip in Northern Italy, drive the California Big Sur coast,
or explore Arches, Canyonlands, Glacier, and Grand Tetons National Parks. You’ll find a
chapter on small ship luxury cruising and a travel tips section with advice on road trips,
cruising, travel photography, and multi-generational travel. So, pull up a chair, grab a cup of
coffee, and start reading about active travel for boomers. It’s guaranteed to make your travel
feet itchy!

My Itchy Travel Feet: Breathtaking Adventure Vacation Ideas
Top Trails of Utah describes the best of the area's southwest trails and then some! This book
gives full coverage of 34 parks, including 7 national parks, 9 national monuments, 13 state
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parks, 4 tribal parks, and 1 national recreation area. This covers every park in southern Utah!
Additionally, 9 more parks are added for area completeness from nearby Colorado and
Arizona. In total, 255 trails are described in full, all from firsthand accounts and experiences.
The book also contains 19 fully detailed maps, showing trails and other points of interest.
There really is no other book as comprehensive as this guide is for hiking and traveling in the
park rich lands of Utah. The Top Trails of Utah is one of four trail guides covering the Grand
Circle, an area so named because it contains the highest concentration of national and state
parks in the United States. The Grand Circle is one of North America's best vacation
destinations for everyone, from active tourists to families to casual sightseers, offering tons of
things to do within the nearly 80 parks one can visit. They are all vastly different but relatively
close, meaning a vacation to the Grand Circle will bring a new thing to see and do every single
day.

Best Easy Day Hikes Canyonlands and Arches National Parks
Featuring: hiking, biking, geology & archaeology, and cowboy, ranching & trail building history.

Hiking Arches National Park
A guide to hiking trails and jeep roads in Canyonlands National Park, Utah, including 240 color
and black & white photographs and 59 detailed trail maps

Canyonlands and Arches
Utah's five national parks--Arches, Bryce, Canyonlands, Capitol Reef, and Zion--hold some of
the most awe-inspiring geology on the planet. Each park offers visitors the dramatic scenery
that invites exploration and discovery. In 50 Best Short Hikes in Utah's National Parks, veteran
hiking guide Greg Witt shares the best routes in each park, hikes that are both "must see" and
accessible. Park visitors who are short on time will find this book to be the ideal traveling
companion, because it quickly helps readers identify the hikes and sights that will make the
best use of their time and provide maximum enjoyment. Each hike in the book includes
distances, highlights, area maps, and easy-to-follow trailhead directions to make hike selection
fast and efficient. Once on the trail, the detailed maps, route description, and interpretive
details insure that hikers get the most out of their trip. Even avid hikers and experienced desert
explorers will find new insights and discoveries as Witt's interesting and approachable style
details the geologic forces that created this landscape. He brings to life the human
history--prehistoric cliff-dwellers, native tribes, ranchers, farmers, loggers, miners, and
outlaws--that adds to the color of the Colorado Plateau where these five parks are set.

Moon Arches & Canyonlands National Parks
An easy-to-read geological history of the amazing red rock landscapes in southeastern Utah.
Towering red buttes, plunging canyon walls, domes, pinnacles, spires, ten thousand strangely
carved forms--what visitor hasn't marveled at the land of rock in southeastern Utah that is
Canyonlands Country? Canyonlands Country offers a unique geological history of this
awesome landscape, in language understandable by the non-geologist. The story is as strange
and fascinating as the land itself. Each exposed rock layer has a different geologic history: one
is a stream deposit, another is an ancient field of dunes, another was deposited by shallow
tropic seas. The Green and Colorado Rivers began carving canyons thirty million years ago,
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but to understand such relatively recent events Canyonlands Country takes us on a journey of
two billion years. Tours include Arches National Park, Island in the Sky, Needles District, The
Maze and Elaterite Basin, Labyrinth and Stillwater Canyons, Meander Canyon, and Cataract
Canyon.

Utah's Incredible Backcountry Trails
The beautiful landscape of the Four Corners Region and other Natural Monument areas come
to life through an indispensable hiking guide covering trails suited for all skill levels, complete
with maps, itineraries, and color photos. Original.

Canyonlands National Park
Thoroughly updated and revised, this guide covers fifty-six hikes in the two featured parks as
well as the surrounding areas--Cedar Breaks National Monument, the Markagunt high country,
and the Paunsaugunt area.

101 Accessible Vacations
Traversing six national parks, a national recreation area, a national monument, and various
wilderness study areas, the Hayduke Trail is a challenging, 800-mile backcountry route on the
Colorado Plateau. This guide book is designed for experienced desert trekkers seeking a
thorough-hiking experience on a well-tested route.

Best Hikes Rocky Mountain National Park
Best Easy Day Hikes Canyonlands and Arches National Parks includes concise descriptions
and easy-to-follow maps for twenty-three spectacular hiking routes through some of the most
outstanding scenery in southeastern Utah. Trek to Delicate Arch in Arches National Park, stroll
along the Slickrock Foot Trail in Canyonlands National Park, or pick any one of the other easy
day hikes in this book for your next hiking adventure! Look inside for: Casual hikes and afterdinner strolls Hikes suitable for families and elderly or beginning hikers Easy-to-follow route
descriptions and trailhead GPS coordinates A Trail Finder to help select the best hike for you

Canyonlands Country
Canyonlands and Arches national parks have hundreds of miles of hiking trails. But if hikers
are only going to be there for a day or so and need something that is not physically
demanding, which trail do they choose? This book answers the question. Best Easy Day Hikes
Canyonlands and Arches includes trail descriptions and maps of the author's favorite short
hikes in the two parks. All hikes included in this little book, with one exception, do not have
steep hills, are on well-defined, easy-to-follow trails, and take hikers into some of the most
scenic sections of the park.

All The Wild That Remains: Edward Abbey, Wallace Stegner, and the American
West
On January 1 of 2016, Stefanie Payne, a creative professional working at NASA Headquarters,
and Jonathan Irish, a photographer with National Geographic, left their lives in Washington,
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D.C. and hit the open road on an expedition to explore and document all 59 of America's
national parks during the centennial celebration of the U.S. National Park Service - 59 parks in
52 weeks - the Greatest American Road Trip. Captured in more than 300,000 digital
photographs, written stories, and videos shared by the national and international media, their
project resulted in an incredible view of America's National Park System seen in its 100th year.
'A Year in the National Parks, The Greatest American Road Trip' is a gorgeous visual journey
through our cherished public lands, detailing a rich tapestry of what makes each park special,
as seen along an epic journey to visit them all within one special celebratory year.

Utah's Big Five National Parks
· Only the best hikes selected from a state with an abundance of trail riches · Utah is a national
destination for hikers · Hikes range from easy day hikes to more challenging backpacking trips
100 Classic Hikes: Utah expands Mountaineers Books' most popular hiking guidebook series.
Like the other titles in the series, this new addition is coffee-table quality and makes a great gift
for long-time Utah hikers, as well as for new arrivals and vacationers. Featuring full-color
photographs and maps, 100 Classic Hikes: Utah covers the best and most popular hikes in the
state, providing a range of trail options. The "Hikes at a Glance" table makes it simple to
quickly find hike length, difficulty, when to go, and special highlights of the outing you seek.
This is a full-state guidebook organized by region. The North Central region includes the
Wasatch Mountains along with Antelope Island State Park, House Range, and Deseret Peak
Wilderness Area, while the Northeast features the high Uintas, Bear River Range, Flaming
Gorge, and Dinosaur National Monument. Southern Utah features many of the nation’s premier
national parks and monuments. The Southeast region includes hikes around Moab, Arches
National Park, Grand Gulch, Canyonlands National Park, Natural Bridges, and more. South
Central covers Capitol Reef, Grand Staircase-Escalante, Kodachrome, Horseshoe Canyon unit
of Canyonlands, and other areas. Finally, the famed Southwest part of the state features Bryce
Canyon National Park, Cedar Breaks National Monument, Zion National Park, Snow Canyon,
and beyond.

The Geologic Story of Canyonlands National Park
"Includes Arches, Bryce Canyon, Canyonlands, Capitol Reef, Zion, and Arizona's Grand
Canyon"--Cover.
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